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Cat-Nr: Z1
Zebra Z1 kite only
Artikel info:Zebra Kites
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Libre power does the kite sails sales of China-based
ZebraKites. This is a kite company that created and built
innovative 2-Line mats for the Chinese market.

The first 4-line construction of ZebraKites the Z1. The Z1 is a
good-natured intermediate kite, which is in terms of
performance on the starter kit. The Z1 is perfect for kite
buggy. Through full background printing and the gentle
pressure build the Z1 is also perfectly suited for the
ATB-boarding.
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They just use high quality materials. The cloth is a 42 grams,
double coated, Toray-cloth. All Dyneema lines are sheathed
and have hang-standard. All lines on the sail-fasteners are
increasingly expensive and guarantee a long life.
Given the success of the Z1 series, as well as strong demand
from the kite scene, we now have the range of Z1 to expand
the size of 10.0. The new Z1 size 10.0 is available now.
Compared to the smaller sizes Z1, which have a lower aspect
ratio, the new Z1 has a slimmer 10.0 wing with more
stretching. Thus, it has very good handling characteristics on
all courses and is already looking forward to the direct
competitor comparison in the Intermediate class. The high
performance, stability, and folding the figure is estimated
super handling of the Z1 series will also make the new size
10.0 Z1 a loyal companion on sand, snow and grass.
Available kite only and RTF
RTF Version includes up to 4m² 23m steering set, from 4m²
with 25m steering set.

Price : 108,00 EUR [incl. 19% VAT plus
shipping costs]
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